« Welcome to France » label
UT Capitole University has just been awarded the
three-starred label « Welcome to France » which rewards its
international outreach and more particularly the quality of the
hospitality offered to its international students.

A high level of hospitality is indeed crucial to enhance the international scope and attractiveness of higher education.
Campus France awards this label to universities, elite schools and institutes with a view to highlight the efforts made to the
enhance hospitality vis-à-vis the international students. The label complies with the standards set by the French Ministry of
Higher Education according to 5 indicators that are fully met by our university.
-

Quality and accessibility of the information

The University makes information on training, schooling and campus life available via its internet web site in French and in
English and via the dedicated web sites of each department and research laboratory. Quite a lot of administrative
procedures, such as applications, are dematerialized and social networks are added means to circulate the relevant
information to the largest number of people.
-

Facilitating international students’ life during their stay

UT1 Capitole contributes to and benefits from the Welcome Desk services offered by the Federal university of Toulouse
(COMUE) which launched a one-stop shop gathering many service providers (Family Allowance Fund/CAF, Prefecture,
Regional Student Service/ CROUS…). UT Capitole has also developed an expanding range of services for all its
international students (welcome handbook, welcome week events, mentoring, welcomedesk at the International Relations
Office.
-

Education portfolio

UT Capitole boasts a large portfolio of education programs; this offer whose quality relies on high-ranking departments and
schools, largely contributes to attract many international students. English-taught courses in law, management, economics
and computer science are many and play a leading part in enhancing the international outreach of the university.
-

Accommodation and life on the campus

Through its partnership with the Regional Student Service (CROUS) and thanks to its own dedicated solutions, UT Capitole
provides proper and accurate information on accommodation facilities in Toulouse, especially via its web site. The Toul’box
implemented by the COMUE of which UT Capitole is one of the founding members, is a highly innovative valuable tool.
Moreover, international students can enjoy life and study on the campus which makes many services available to them
(preventive medicine, disabled students’ facilities, mentoring, associations, sports and cultural activities) thanks to
dedicated contacts and units (IR office…).
-

Keeping in touch with our graduates

UT Capitole steers the ALUMNI network and strives to promote and develop entrepreneurship and professional insertion
thanks to dedicated measures.

UT CAPITOLE INTERNATIONAL POLICY
+ 20 dual degrees and a large portfolio of foreign language courses
+ 130 different nationalities on the campus
+ 3 000 international students (more than 17% of the enrolled students)
180 agreements signed within the framework of exchange programs
The university international students come within the framework of numerous exchange programs between partner
universities or through individual exchanges schemes.
This international scope is further illustrated with our wide training portfolio in foreign languages, our dual
degrees with foreign universities and our numerous international scientific cooperations. One of the university
priorities is to encourage, new partnerships throughout the world both in terms of education and research.
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